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This paper investigates a formation control technique based on the use of moving masses.

First, the mechanism of the moving mass control is conducted to reveal the relation between

the attitude and the offsets of moving masses. Then, to achieve the desired formation control,

the aerodynamic force generated by the change of attitudes is used as the control input to

implement the orbit control. The moving masses and magnetic torquers constitute a combined

actuator to drive the satellite attitude. To deal with the offset saturation of moving masses, an

adaptive controller is investigated. Finally, a simulation on two satellites formation is provided,

demonstrating the feasibility of the proposed method.

I. Introduction
Formation flying is a powerful technology for many space missions such as communication, observation, and

environment measurement. In particular, the formation at low-Earth orbit (LEO) has been considered seriously for

applications due to its wide coverage and low cost. One of the critical technology in satellite formation is the relative

motion and attitude control. At the LEO altitudes, the atmospheric forces on satellite provide a passive way for the

attitude and relative motion control. This potential control technique shows fuel savings and low cost, which especially

on small satellite. The use of the aerodynamic force is easy to implement by using flat plates [1], in which the

aerodynamic drag is mainly applied to realize the minimum time rendezvous [2], formation keeping [3], and attitude

maneuvers[4]. Although the aerodynamic lift were negligible in most applications, it still can be used for orbital transfer

at very low altitudes[5].

Moving mass control is another possible way to perform satellite attitude and orbit control. In the earlier study,

the moving mass control is used to deal with the attitude stabilization in terms of environmental disturbance. For

example, a moving mass attached on the satellite be served as a balance device to reduce the attitude oscillation. The

moving mass is only 1% of the total mass and reduce the fuel consumption. Another application of moving masses is to

deal with some undesired dynamical behaviors. By using one moving mass and one spring, [6] proposed to remove

the phenomenon of nutation which appears in the spinning spacecraft. [7] design two orthogonal moving masses to
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implement the spinning stabilization. These moving mass configurations make spacecrafts have ability to eliminate

the coning motion. In addition, the moving mass are used to assist solar-sails for the pitch and yaw control[8], and to

change the center of mass for propulsion device [9]. It shows that the use of moving masses as auxiliary control are

mainly applied to help detumble spacecraft or complete the traditional attitude actuators.

With the development of the LEO satellite system, the use of atmospheric forces with moving mass control has been

proposed and applied for attitude maneuvering. The key concept of using moving masses based on atmospheric forces

is to modify the distance between the satellite’s center of pressure and the center of mass by shifting the internal mass.

This control technique results in a change of the aerodynamic torque generated from the aerodynamic drag. Chesi [10]

proposed a particular moving mass configuration that using the real-time relocation of the center of mass to the center

of rotation to balance spacecraft simulators. The experiment shows that the automatic balancing system is suitable for

small-size satellite simulators. Based on Chesi’s concept, a typical engineering design was proposed as the “Shift-Mass

Sat” 3U CubeSat with three orthogonal shifting masses [11]. The proposed moving mass configuration focuses on the

rejection of aerodynamic disturbances in the very low Earth orbit, in which the parameters of moving masses (offsets

and mass ratio) are considered in practice. [12] investigated two combined actuators (a reaction wheel or magnetic

torquers) with moving masses to achieve higher accuracy at LEO. The results shows that the use of three moving masses

and three magnetic torquers not only implement attitude maneuvering but greatly decrease the residual oscillation error.

[13] explored the mechanism for precision formation keeping with moving masses. The magnitude relationship between

the relative position and the offsets is determined by simplifying the nonlinear influence of the relative motion.

To the authors’ knowledge, the existing research mainly concerns the moving mass control system design , the

control ability and stability are less studied. In this work, we focus on the dynamic analysis and formation control of

LEO satellites with internal moving masses and magnetic torquers. Firstly, the control relation between the attitude and

the offsets of moving masses are conducted to achieve the attitude stability condition. By analyzing the mechanism of the

moving mass control, the control capacity and maximum offsets of moving masses are determined. Then, considering

that the coupling between the orbit and attitude dynamics in the aerodynamic disturbance. An optimal control law

based on Nash strategy is investigated to achieve the desired formation. Then, in order to handle the offset saturation

of moving masses, an adaptive attitude control method and the allocation of actuators are investigated. Finally, the

simulation is carried out to verify the proposed formation control approach.

II. Problem formulation

A. Configuration of Moving Mass Satellite

We describe one design of the mechanism described in Fig.1. The satellite body is equipped with the three moving

masses along three orthogonal axes in the body-fixed coordinate system >1 − G1H1I1 , where >1 is the center of mass of
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the satellite body. Each moving mass can be driven to change the center of mass of whole system >B .

Fig. 1 Schematics of the cubic satellite with the moving masses

Let r8 , r1, and rB be the position vector of the 8th moving mass, the center of mass of the satellite body, and the

center of mass the whole system with respect to >1 . Then, we have

rB = r1 +
3∑
8=1

`8 r8 (1)

where `8 is the mass ratio defined as

`8 =
<8

<1 + <8
(2)

where <1 and <8 are the masses of the body and moving mass 8, respectively.

The following assumptions are considered:

Assumption 1 The satellite body and the moving masses are rigid bodies.

Assumption 2 The moving mass is considered as a point mass.

Assumption 3 The moving masses’ relative velocity, acceleration, and inertia have small magnitude with respect to the

other quantity of the satellite.

Assumption 4 The satellite operates in a circular orbit and its angular velocity of the body-fixed coordinate system

with respect to the inertial coordinate system is l>.

B. Aerodynamic Models

The aerodynamic drag force acted on the satellite’s center of pressure can be described as

L0 = −
1
2
d+2�3(?v (3)

where d is the atmospheric density, �3 is the drag coefficient, v is the satellite velocity vector, (? is the total projected

area of the flats.
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Considering the satellite consisting of several flat individual areas ( and individual normal vectors n: in the body

frame, the aerodynamic drag is given by

L0 =
6∑
:=1

L:0 = −
1
2
d+2�3(

( 6∑
:=1
(n:v)sgn(n:v)

)
v (4)

where sgn is defined as the sign function. The term ((n:v) represents the projected area of each flat.

Similarly, the total aerodynamic drag moment acted on the satellite is also the sum of the aerodynamic drag moment

on each flat:

Z04A> =
6∑
:=1

Z:04A> =
6∑
:=1

l: × L:04A> (5)

where l: = 1/20n: denotes the arm of aerodynamic force.

For each pair of opposing flats, such as n1 and n4, the vector parts are the same:

(n1v) (n1 × v) = (−n1v) (−n1 × v) = (n4v) (n4 × v) (6)

Thus, the total aerodynamic torque of the satellite is given by:

Z0 = −
1
4
d+2�30

3
3∑
:=1
(n:v) (n: × v) (7)

It should be noted that when the center of mass of the system is coincided with the center of mass of the satellite

body, the aerodynamic torque will not act on the satellite with moving mass control. That is, the satellite attitude is

stable.

C. Coupled Dynamics Modeling

In this paper, we use quaternion q0 = [@0, @1, @2, @3]) to describe the satellite kinematic model which be expressed

by: 
¤@0

¤q

 =
1
2


−q)

q× + @0O3

 l4 (8)

where q = [@1, @2, @3]) , and O3 is the identity matrix of proper dimension.

Let 8 = [lG , lH , lI]) denote the the angular velocity of the satellite relative to the inertial frame in body-fixed

frame. The satellite attitude dynamics can be given as

O ¤8 + 8 × O8 = Z< + ZA + dB (9)
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where O is the moment of inertia, dB is the external disturbance, Z< is the magnetic moment, and ZA =
∑3
8=1 L0 × `8 r8

is the aerodynamic moment generated from the aerodynamic force L0.

Since 8 = 84 + 8>, where 84 is the angular velocity with respect to the geocentric inertial coordinate system, the

attitude dynamics can be formulated as

O ¤84 = −O(l> × l4) − (l4 + l>) × [O(l4 + l>)] + Z< + ZA (10)

Consider that the following actual offsets

r< =
3∑
8=1

`8 r8 =



AG

0

0


+



0

AH

0


+



0

0

AI


(11)

The offset of each moving mass is subject to the following saturation:

AG,H,I =


A<0GG,H,I if A2G,H,I ≥ A<0GG,H,I

A2G,H,I if − A<0GG,H,I < A
2
G,H,I < A

<0G
G,H,I

− A<0GG,H,I if A2G,H,I ≤ −A<0GG,H,I

(12)

where A2G,H,I is the command offset of each moving mass to be designed and A<0GG,H,I is the maximum offset of each

moving mass.

The dynamics of relative motion is presented in the chief’s LVLH frame as

¥p = G1 ¤p + G2 p + L3 + f 3 (13)

where

G1 =



0 2lA 0

−2lA 0 0

0 0 0


, G2 =



3l2
A 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 −l2
A


and H1 = (1/<)O3, lA denotes the constant angular rate of the circular reference orbit. L3 = L? − L2 is the differential

aerodynamic control force, where L? and L2 are the aerodynamic forces acting on the deputy satellite and chief satellite

respectively. f 3 is the external disturbance.
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III. Mechanism of attitude control
In this section, we analyze the mechanism of the satellite with the moving mass control and quantify the relation

between the attitude and the moving mass offsets. To this end, we first simplify the attitude dynamics to the linear

equations and the following assumption is used for simplification.

Assumption 5 The attitude angles are small and their derivatives are negligible.

Based on the assumption, the product of the mass ratio and the attitude angle can be omitted. Then, the aerodynamic

torque can be expressed in the body-fixed frame:

ZA = L10 ×
∑

`8 r8 = −:3



0 `H\ `Ik

−`G\ 0 `I

−`Gk −`H 0





AG

AH

AI


≈ :3



0

−`IAI

`HAH


(14)

where L10 = I1B (q, \, k)L0 and I1B is the rotation matrix transforming to the body-fixed frame from the inertial

system frame. q, \, and k denote the rolling, pitch, and yaw angle respectively.

Consequently, the simplified attitude dynamics without the magnetic control is given by

�G ¥i + (�H − �I − �G)l> ¤k + (�H − �I)l2
>i = 0

�H ¥\ = −:3`IAI

�I ¥k − (�H − �I − �G)l> ¤i + (�H − �G)l2
>k = :3`HAH

(15)

From the resulted dynamics, the offsets of the moving mass on the I-axis and the H-axis can control the pitch angle \

and yaw angle k, respectively. In particular, the first equation of Eq.(15) indicates that the moving mass is unable to

control the roll angle. This is because the aerodynamic torque only exists in the plane perpendicular to the velocity

direction of the satellite. Thus, the magnetic torquer is introduced to complete the attitude control system.

To further investigate the mechanism of the moving mass control, we consider the large angle maneuver and present
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the following nonlinear attitude dynamics:

�G ¤lG =(�I − �G − �H)232l>lH + (�G − �H + �I)222l>lI+

(�H − �I) (lHlI + 222232l
2
>) − :3231`HAH + :3221`IAI

�H ¤lH =(�G − �H − �I)212l>lI + (�H − �I + �G)232l>lG+

(�I − �G) (lIlG + 232212l
2
>) + :3231`GAG − :3211`IAI

�I ¤lI =(�H − �G − �I)222l>lG + (�I − �G + �H)212l>lH+

(�G − �H) (lGlH + 212222l
2
>) − :3221`GAG + :3211`HAH

(16)

where 28 9 is the element of the rotation matrix I1B . Assume that the satellite maintain a stable attitude, the corresponding

dynamics Eq.(16) becomes

0 = (�H − �I) (222232l
2
>) − :3231`HAH + :3212`IAI

0 = (�I − �G) (232212l
2
>) + :3231`GAG − :3212`IAI

0 = (�G − �H) (212222l
2
>) − :3221`GAG + :3211`HAI

(17)

It shows that the moving masses must shift to overcome the existence of the moment of inertia. Thus, we formulate

Eq.(17) as follows:

− :3



0 −231 221

231 0 −211

−221 211 0

︸                      ︷︷                      ︸
I�



`GAG

`HAH

`IAI


= l2

>



(�H − �I) (222232)

(�I − �G) (232212)

(�G − �H) (212222)

︸                   ︷︷                   ︸
I�

(18)

Since the rank of I� is 2 and the rank of the augmented matrix (I� |I�) is 3, the attitude system is inconsistent.

This result indicates that the attitude can be stabilized at an arbitrary status if and only if at least two of the three inertia

are equal.

Based on the analysis of linear stability, we omit the equation of the roll axis because it is not affected by the motion

of the moving masses. Then, it follows that

(�I − �G) (232212l
2
>) = :3211`IAI

(�G − �H) (212222l
2
>) = −:3211`HAH

(19)

It can be clearly seen that the offset of the moving mass is proportional to the difference of the inertia. To determine
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the offset of the moving masses, Eq.(19) can be expanded as follow:

AI =
l2
>

:3`I
(�I − �G) (− tan i cosk + cos i sin \ sink) tank

AH =
l2
>

:3`H
(�H − �G) (cos i cosk + sin i sin \ sink) tank

(20)

From Eq.(20), the yaw angle k has a significant effect on the offset and the attitude angle due to the term tank.

Particularly, when k = 0, no matter how the pitch angle and the roll angle change, the offset AH and AI are zero.

Furthermore, when k is closed to ±c/2, the satellite can maintain a stable attitude only for \ = 0, otherwise AH and AI

will be infinity.

To analyze the impact of the yaw angle on the stability range of the attitude, we conduct the maximum offsets of the

moving mass with different yaw angles. First, the partial derivatives of AI with respect to \ and i are given by

mAI

mi
=

l2
>

:3`I
(�I − �G) (− cos i sink − sin i sin \ sink tank)

mAI

m\
=

l2
>

:3`I
(�I − �G) (cos i cos \ sink tank)

(21)

Let the above equations equal zero, one obtains i = ±c/2, \ = 0 or i = −c/2+k, \ = c/2 or i = 90◦−k, \ = −90◦.

Then, the maximum AI is given by

A<0GI =



∓ l2
>

:3`I
(�I − �G) sink, i = ±c/2, \ = 0

l2
>

:3`I
(�I − �G) tank, i = −c/2 + k, \ = c/2

− l2
>

:3`I
(�I − �G) tank, i = c/2 − k, \ = −c/2

(22)

The above equations can be formulated as follows:

A<0GI =
l2
>

:3`I
| (�I − �G) tank | (23)

Subsequently, the partial derivatives of AH with respect to \ and i are given by

mAH

mi
=

l2
>

:3`H
(�I − �G) (− sin i sink − sin i sin \ sink tank)

mAH

m\
=

l2
>

:3`H
(�I − �G) (sin i cos \ sink tank)

(24)
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Similarly, let the above equations equal zero, we obtain the maximum AH:

A<0GH =
l2
>

:3`H
| (�H − �G) tank | (25)

From Eq.(23) and Eq.(25), the yaw angles corresponded to A<0GI and A<0GH are derived as

kI = arctan
(���� `IA<0GI :3

(�I − �G)l2
>

����) (26)

kH = arctan

(����� `HA<0GH :3

(�H − �G)l2
>

�����
)

(27)

The above equations indicate that the maximum yaw angle depends on the limitation of the offset AI and AH .

Remark 1 For the satellite with the moving mass control, the offset of the moving mass must be designed to overcome

the moment of inertia, such that the desired attitude can be achieved. But the moment of inertia also is constrained from

the attitude angle and the maximum offset of the moving mass. Therefore, if |k | ≤ min{kI , kH}, the desired attitude can

be achieved by using Eq.(20). if |k | > min{kI , kH}, the moving mass control is unable to stabilize the attitude.

IV. Formation control
In this section, we design a formation control law for the proposed moving mass control of the orbital and

attitude motions. The formation control problem is divided into two parts: 1) a Nash strategy taking disturbance into

consideration is introduced to implement the desired differential accelerations; 2) an adaptive controller is investigated

to generate the command offset of the moving mass.

A. Orbit control

The formation problem can be described as: design a command torque �3 to implement three objectives: a desired

relative configuration, a minimum aerodynamic consumption, and a minimum impact of disturbance. Therefore, the

cost function for satellite 8 is written as

�8 =
1
2
e)A WeA +

∫ C 5

0
[L)38XDL38 − f)38X3 f 38]3C (28)

where the formation error is defined as eA = [?8 − ?; − ?3 , ¤?8 − ¤?; − X]) , X denotes desired relative distance vector,

and the subscript ; denotes the leader satellite. W, XD , and X3 are the positive definite matrices.

Firstly, the Hamiltonian is introduced as follow:

�8 =
1
2
L)38XDL38 −

1
2
f)38X3 f 38 + ,

)
8 (Gx8 + HL8 + I f 38) (29)
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where ,8 is the costate vector, x8 = [ p8 , ¤p8], and

G =


03 O3

G1 G3

 , H =


03

O3

 , I =


03

O3


Then, the following costate dynamics and stationarity condition for open-loop NE are

¤,8 =
m�8

mx8
= −G) ,8 (30)

m�8

mL38
= XDL8 + H) ,8 (31)

From the above equations, we have

L38 = −'−1
D Φ

) (C 5 , C),8 (C 5 ) (32)

f 38 = −'−1
3 Φ

) (C 5 , C),8 (C 5 ) (33)

where Φ) (C 5 , C) is the state-transition matrix of G.

Substituting (32) and (33) into (13) and solving the resulting differential equation yields

x8 (C 5 ) = Φ(C 5 , 0)x(0) −
∫ C 5

0
Φ(C 5 , g) [HL8 (g) + �38 (g)]dg (34)

Moreover, substituting the boundary condition ,8 (C 5 ) = WeA into (34) yields

x8 (C 5 ) = Φ(C 5 , 0)x(0) −
∫ C 5

0
Φ(C 5 , g)HXD3H

−1Φ) (C 5 , g)dgW(x8 (C 5 ) − x; − %) (35)

where XD3 = X−1
D − X−1

3
.

It is straightforward to solve x8 (C 5 ) from the above equation as

x8 (C 5 ) = (O + �̄)−1 [Φ(C 5 , 0)x8 (0) + Φ̄(% + x;)] (36)

where

Φ̄ =

∫ C 5

0
Φ(C 5 , g)�'D3�−1Φ) (C 5 , g)dg (37)

Substituting Eq.(36) and into Eq.(32) and Eq.(33) yields

L∗38 = −X
−1
D Φ

) (C 5 , C)
{
(O + Φ̄)−1 [Φ(C 5 , C)x8 (0) − Φ̄%] − %

}
(38)
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f̂ 38 = −X−1
3 Φ

) (C 5 , C)
{
(O + Φ̄)−1 [Φ(C 5 , C)x8 (0) − Φ̄%] − %

}
(39)

Since the control strategy (L38 , f̂ 38) forms a saddle-point solution, its corresponding state G8 can be considered as a

“worst-case" state. furthermore, each satellite will find the optimal control that ensures the desired formation objective

and rejects the disturbance under the individual cost function.

B. Attitude control design

It is obvious that implementation of moving mass control requires the command attitude which can be obtained from

the results of the orbit control. Since there exists a mapping from the desired aerodynamic force �3 to the command

attitude, we construct the following nonlinear programming problem:

min �0 = :1\
2
3 + :2q

2
3 + :3k

2
3 (40)

subject to L3 = 6(q3 , \3 , k) and −c < {q3 , \3 , k3} ≤ c. :1, :2, and :3 are the weights of the cost function. Then, the

optimization problem can be solved by MATLAB’s 5 <8=2>= function.

Consider the following Lyapunov quadratic function:

+0 =  @q
) q + :@ (@0 − 1)2 + 1

2
8)4 O84 +

1
2
( �8)>8> − l)> �l>) (41)

where  @ and  � ≥ <0G{�G , �H , �I} are positive constants. It is clear that the Lyapunov function is zero if and only if

@0 = 1, q = [0, 0, 0]) and 84 = [0, 0, 0]) .

The time derivative of +0 is given by

¤+0 = 2 @q) ¤q + 2 @ (q − 1) ¤q + 8)4 O ¤84 +  �l)> ¤8> − 8)> O ¤8> (42)

We divide ¤+ into the following parts:

¤+@ = 2:@q) ¤q + 2:@ (@0 − 1) ¤@0 (43)

¤+l = 8)4 O ¤84 +  �8)> ¤8> − 8)> � ¤8> (44)

By substituting Eq.(8) into ¤+@ , it becomes

¤+@ =  @@) (@× + @0�3)84 −  @ (@0 − 1)@)84 =  @@)84 (45)
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By substituting Eq.(10) into ¤+l and using mixed product operation, we have

¤+l = − 8)4 {� (8×>84) + (84 + 8>)× [� (84 + 8>)] − Z2}+

 �8
)
> (8×>84) + 8)> � (8×>84)

= − 8)> � (8×>84) − 8)4 � (8×>84) − 8)4 8×> [� (84 + 8>)] + 8)4 Z2

= − 8)> � (8×>84) − 8)4 � (8×>84) − (�84))8×>84 − (�8>))8×>84 + 8)4 Z2

(46)

Since the inertia matrix is symmetric, Eq.(46) becomes

¤+l = 8)4 Z2 (47)

The control torque consists of the aerodynamic torque and magnetic torque:

Z2 = Z< + ZA = L0 ×
∑

`8 r8 − H×<S� (48)

where H< is the column vector of the geomagnetic field and R< is the column vector of the magnetic moment in the

satellite body-fixed coordinate system.

The magnetic moment can be linearized as R< = H×</‖�‖AB , then the control torque is simplified to

Z2 = (L×0 − H×
H×

| |H | | )r< = Vr< (49)

Substituting Eq.(45), Eq.(47) and Eq.(49) into Eq.(42), we have

¤+2 = 8)4 ( @q + Vr<) (50)

Then, the offset command of the moving mass is proposed by

r< = −V−1 ( @q +  l84) (51)

Consequently, the time derivative of +2 reduces to

¤+2 = − l8)4 84 (52)

Hence we can conclude that the attitude error converges to zero asymptotically.
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C. Offset saturation

To solve the offset saturation of the moving mass, an auxiliary variable is defined as

ΔB = r< − r2< (53)

and the attitude dynamics can be rearranged as follows:

O ¤84 = f 0 + dB + Z2 (54)

Then, we define the total disturbance d0 = dB + ΔB and design an estimator to overcome it. The estimation error is

defined as

e0 = d̂0 − d0 + # (55)

where # is an additional function that improves the dynamics of the estimation errors.

From (IV.C), the time derivative of the estimation errors are given by

¤e0 = ¤̂d0 +
m#

mq
¤q0 +

m#

m84

[
O−1 ( f 0 + d0 + Z2)

]
(56)

Then, we choose the following update law:

¤̂d0 = −
m#

mq
¤q0 −

m#

m84

[
O−1 ( f 0 + d̂0 + # + Z2)

]
(57)

Substituting (57) into (56) yields:

¤e0 = −
m#

m84
e0 (58)

It can be seen that the function V plays an important role of keeping the dynamic of e0 stable.

Considering the following Lyapunov function

+3 =
1
2
e)0 e0 (59)

The time derivative of +3 is

¤+3 = −e)0
m#)

m8
e0 (60)

If we select m#/m8 = W0, then ¤+3 = −W0e2
0 ≤ 0. Hence, the estimation error 40 converges to zero. It should be

noted that the estimation convergence performance can be improved by the estimation gain W0.
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Fig. 2 Formation error

With the estimation Eq.(58) and the auxiliary variable, the complete attitude control law is given by

r< = −V−1 ( @q +  l84) − d̂0 (61)

V. Simulation
In this section, a two satellites formation scenario is presented to verify the moving mass control method. The chief

satellite operates in an circular orbit with the orbit radius of 6728km. The atmospheric density is 2.803 × 10−12kg/<3

and the corresponding drag coefficient �3 = 2.2. The initial and desired formation error are given by

�0 = [10, 0, 0])m

� 5 = [0, 100, 0])m

The side-length of the satellite is 0.3m and the moving mass takes 8% of the 1kg satellite and have a 100 mm

feasible offset. The inertia matrix of the moving mass satellite is diag{0.011, 0.0138, 0.0043}kg · <2. Fig.2 presents the

position error between the chief and deputy satellite. It can be seen that the desired formation can be achieved in less

than 3 orbits.

As shown in Fig.3, the attitudes change to generate the aerodynamic torques and converge to zero finally. The

offsets of the moving masses and the magnetic torques are shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5. As expected, when the system has

achieved the desired formation, the moving masses stay at the origin because the attitude stabilization is achieved.
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VI. Conclusion
This paper proposes a methodology to perform formation control using moving masses. In particular, by investigating

the mechanism of the proposed moving mass control scheme, it shows that the limitation of the offset of the moving mass

determines the attitude maneuver capability, especially on the yaw angle. The analysis results present the quantitative

relation between the attitude and the offsets of moving masses, and provide the reference for designing the mass ratio

and the offset ranges. Then, a control strategy based Nash game is presented to realize the formation configuration.

Particularly, the worst-case Nash is applied to overcome the effect of unknown disturbances. In view of the limitation of

actuators, a compensation observer is designed to deal with the the offset saturation of moving masses. Simulation

results show that the use of moving mass control based on the atmospheric forces is particularly advantageous for LEO

satellite formation.
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